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An abelian C*-algebra is known to be isomorphic to the algebra of all 
complex continuous functions vanishing at infinity on its maximal ideal space. 
In an earlier paper the author defined a structure on the closed left ideals of an 
arbitrary C*-algebra which was analogous to the structure topology on the 
maximal ideals which exists for the abelian case. This paper carries that work 
forward. The first section expands the technical base of the theory by showing 
that more of the desirable properties of a compact Hausdorff space carry over to 
the new structure. The following section contains applications of various sorts. 
For example, Theorem I.1 gives a new characterization of AW*-algebras. 
The last section characterizes the maximal and minimal (closed) left ideals 
of any C*-algebra. 
An Abelian C*-algebra is known to be isomorphic to the algebra 
of all complex continuous functions vanishing at infinity on its 
maximal ideal space. In an earlier paper [3] the author defined a 
structure on the closed left ideals of an arbitrary C*-algebra which 
was analogous to the structure topology on the maximal ideals which 
exists for the abelian case. This paper carries that work forward. The 
first section expands the technical base of the theory by showing 
that more of the desirable properties of a compact Hausdorff space 
carry over to the new structure. (A number of such properties were 
already extended in [3].) The following section contains applications 
of various sorts. For example, Theorem 1 gives a new characterization 
of AW*-algebras. The last section characterizes the maximal and 
minimal (closed) left ideals of any C*-algebra. 
We refer the reader to [4] for general information about C*-alge- 
bras. We shall also use the definitions and notation of [3], sometimes 
without specific mention. 
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I. OPEN AND CLOSED PROJECTIONS 
Let %’ be a C*-algebra, which we shall always assume has a unit. 
Then %** is a W*-algebra [4, p. 2361, and in [3] certain projections 
in @** were singled out. If I C % is a closed left ideal, consider the 
closure 1 of I in %!** m the weak* topology (considering % as lying 
in @** under the canonical imbedding). Then f must be of the form 
@**p, for some projection p E @**, by [12, p. 2.21, and we call such 
a projection an open projection of (or for) 42. A closed projection for % 
is a projection of the form p’ =I 1 - p, where p is open. A number 
of properties of such projections were discussed in [3]. We shall 
call this collection of open projections the hull-kernel structure (abbre- 
viated HKS) of %. It is very useful to keep in mind that the HKS is 
supposed to be analogous to the topology of the maximal ideal space 
of an abelian C*-algebra. 
One of the best tools in topology is Urysohn’s Lemma. The follow- 
ing theorem is an exact generalization of Urysohn’s Lemma to the 
HKS. 
THEOREM I. 1. Let p and q be closedprojections in @** with pq = 0. 
Then there exists a E % with 0 < a < 1, up = 0, and aq = q. 
Proof. Let %,, = {a E @ : up = pa = 01. Then $0 is a C*- 
algebra without unit, so let g0 be the C*-subalgebra of % generated by 
a,, and 1. Since p is closed, p’ = 1 - p is open, thus by [3, II.11 there 
is a net (a,} C a,, such that 0 < a, T p’ in %**. Since %$* is isomor- 
phic to the weak* closure of 4, in %!**, this implies %$* g p’%!!**p’. 
In particular, we may consider q E ??.!$* C &$* since q < p’. Claim 
that q is closed in 4 $*. This would follow from [3, II.21 if we can 
show that (quzO*q)+ is a weak* closed-order ideal. But as a set we may 
identify (qgO*q)+ with (q@*q)+ by the above discussion. Also 
{f E (q@*q)+ : llfl\ < 1) = K is o(%*, %) compact. Since the 
0(4*, gO) topology on (q%*q)+ is weaker than the a(**, &) topology, 
yet still Hausdorff, they must coincide on K. Thus 
is compact for the (T(@~*, &J topology. Hence (q&,,*q)+ is weak* 
closed, and the claim follows. 
Now let f be the pure state of go defined by f(a + Xl) = X, where 
a E %,, and h a scalar. Let x be the support of f in &“,**. Clearly 
xq = 0, since xp’ = 0. Thus Theorem II.19 of [3] applies to get an 
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elementa~~,,withO,<a<l,ax=Oandaq=q.Sinceax=O, 
a E % , thus ap = 0, and we are done. Q.E.D. 
Recall from [3] the definition of the closurepof a projectionp E @** 
(p = smallest closed projection 3 p). Also recall that a projection 
p E @** is regular if Ij ap Ij = Ij up/l for every a E @. Regularity was 
used in [3] to prove a theorem of the Baire Category type. The next 
example shows that non-regular projections can occur even in the best 
of circumstances. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. There exists a non-regular open projection for a 
G.C.R. albegra. 
Construction. Let H,, be a two-dimensional Hilbert space with 
orthonormal basis {e r , ez}. Let B(H,J be the full matrix algebra (com- 
plex) over H, , which we identify with the operator algebra over H, 
by using the basis {e r , e2}. Let 9Y be the W* direct sum of a countable 
sequence of copies of B(H,,), and A, the C, direct sum (i.e. 
and @s = {{a,} E S : lim,,, 11 a, 11 = 0)). Let p E @ be defined by 
p = (~~1, and p, = [t $1 for all 71. Define the sequence {e} C e0 by 
qi = {qnj} and qni = 0 for j < n, qnj = [i z] for i < 71. Let A be the 
C*-subalgebra of @ generated by Us , 1, and p. Then let q = lim, qn 
in A**; clearly q is open. Now I = (u E A : aq = O> C Q, , as is 
easily checked. If q were regular, then 
IIP9ll = IIP +]I/ 3llP + @o/l = 1. 
But 
l/Pq/I~suPIlPq ll=G<l 12 n 2 * 
Q.E.D. 
In some respects, however, even non-regular projections behave 
properly in respect to their closures. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose p E ?2** a projection and a E +Y with 
ap = Xp (X a scalar). Then aj5 = X$i. 
Proof. If ap = 0, then a$ = 0 by definition of $Y. If ap = hp for 
h # 0, then set a, = a - hl. Clearly a,p = ap - hp = 0, so a$ = 0, 
so ap = X$X Q.E.D. 
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Many of the little tricks used routinely in topological spaces are 
quite difficult to prove in the HKS, and some of them are false without 
extra restrictions. For example, we had to assume pq = 0 in Theo- 
rem I. 1, not merely that p A 4 = 0, which would be equivalent in the 
abelian case. The technique of proof used in the next theorem is 
typical of what is required in many cases. 
THEOREM 1.4. Supposep is closed in 42** and c E $2 with (/ cp (1 < 1. 
Then there exists an open projection q > p such that jj cq I] < 1. 
Proof. If j/ cp 1) < 1, then /I cpc* /I = /( PC* \I2 = // cp \I2 < 1. Let 
{ba} C @ be such that 1 > b, ip, since p is closed. Then claim that 
(1 cbeoc* I/ < 1 for some 01s . If not, let K, = {fe @* : ilfi/ = l,f>O, 
f(&xc*) >, 1). By assumption each K, is non-void, and each is clearly 
weak* compact. Also {KU} h as the finite intersection property, 
so n K, f 4. Let f E n K,, thenf(cb,c*) > 1 for all (Y, sof(cpc*) > 1, 
contradicting jj cpc* 1) < 1, since llfll = 1. Thus there is some 01s uch 
that I/ c~,~c* (/ < 1. Let 8 be the characteristic function of the real 
interval (2/(3 - 11 c~,~c* II), 2). Set q = 0(6,0). Then p < q < 
($ - *II cbUOc* II) bUO and q is open. Finally jl cq (I2 = j/ cqc*d\K<Z\ 
c[$ - 8 /I ~b,~c* II] baoc* I/ < 1 since (/ cbEOc* I\ < 1. . . . 
II. APPLICATIONS 
A commutative A W*-algebra (see [8] for definition) can be charac- 
terized by saying that in its maximal ideal space the closure of every 
open set is open. An exactly analogous result holds for arbitrary 
A W*-algebras. 
THEOREM 11.1. A C*-algebra 92 is an AN’*-algebra iff p is open 
for every open projection p E a**. 
Proof. Suppose % is an A W*-algebra and p E @** is open. Then 
p is the support of a closed left ideal I of %. Let {a,} C I+ be such that 
O<a,TpinQ **. Let p, be the range projection of a, in %, which 
exists since % is an AW*-algebra. Clearly (p,} is an increasing net of 
projections in @‘, so it has an lub in a, say q. Then q > p, >, aor ,
so q > p in %**. Claim Q = p, hence fi is open [3,11.18]. If not, then 
q - pis open [3,11.7], h ence there is a E @+ with (q - 3) a(q - p) = a. 
Since “2! is an AW*-algebra, we may take a to be a projection. Thus 
(q - u) > p, so (q - a) > a,, so (q - u) > p, for all 01; so 
q-u>lubp,=q. Hencea=O. 
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Conversely, let @ be a C*-algebra such that the closure of every 
open projection in %** is open. Let S C (4% be a set, and let J be 
the right annihilator of S. By [S, p. i] we need only show J has the 
form p@ for some projection p E 4P. Since J is a norm closed right 
ideal, let q be the open projection supporting J. Then p = q is open 
and closed by hypothesis, thus p E Q! by [3, 11.181. Since p > q, 
clearly p@ 1 J, so we must show Sp = 0. But for any b E S, bq = 0 
since q is in the weak* closure of J in @**, so bp = bp = 0 by defmi- 
tion of q. Q.E.D. 
The last theorem gives the impetus for the following definition. 
DEFINITION 11.2. A positive linear functional f E %* is called 
normal iff(j) =f(p) for all open projections p E a**. 
To justify introduction of this definition we first show that on 
A W*-algebras the two kinds of normality coincide. (A state f of an 
A W*-algebra is traditionally called normal if f(p,) +f(p) whenever 
p = lub p, for an increasing net {pJ of projections.) 
PROPOSITION 11.3. A state f of an A W*-algebra @ is normal z$ 
w .m&-f (PI h enever {pEi> is an increasing net of projections in 98 with 
Proof, Suppose f is a normal state. Let {pa} C % be an increasing 
net of projections with lub p. Then if q = limp, in a!**, q is open 
and s = p as in Theorem II. I. Hence f (p) = f (q) = f (q) = limJ(pJ, 
since f is normal. 
Now for the converse, suppose f(p,) Tf (p) whenever p is the lub 
of the increasing net {pa} of projections in a. Let p E ?4!** be open, 
{a,)C@withO<a,~pin% **. Let p, be the range projection of aor 
in %, so as in Theorem 11.1 we get p, t and lub p, = 3 in @. Thus 
f(F) = lkf(PJ. L e yn be the characteristic function of [l/q l] and t 




t < - 
n+l 
e,(t) = 1 for t2-I. 
n 
! 1 linear for __ n+l <t& n 
580/6/2-10 
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Since -& is an AW*-algebra, for each 01 we can form ?,(a=). Thus 
yll(aJ < O,,(U~) < p for each R, and pn = lub, ~~~(a~), so
for all oi. Thus lim,f(p,) <f(p), so f(p) =f(p). Q.E.D. 
Thus the new notion of normality is at least as useful as the old. 
For any C*-algebra we have the following results which clarify the 
role of normal functionals. 
PROPOSITION II .4. The set N of normal positive functionals in W+ 
is a norm-closed invariant order ideal. 
Proof. That N is a norm closed order ideal is easy. Now suppose 
u E @ is a unitary operator. Let p E ?ZP* be open with (a,} C @ and 
0 <a, Tp in %**. LetfEN. Since %-+u@u* is a * isomorphism, 
so is a** -+ u@**u*; thus ua,u* T upu* and upu* = u$*. Hence 
(ufu*)(ji - p) =f(u@* - upu*) =f(upu* - upu*) = 0, sincefF N. 
Hence ufu* E N, so N is unitarily invariant, and the result follows, 
Q.E.D. 
Using a result of Effros [S] we get a central projection x E a** 
such that (x%*)+ = N. Thus @‘* = @*x @ %!*x’. Set 
Sa = (a E 42 : ax’ = O}. Then #a0 is a two-sided ideal in % since x is 
a central projection. The next result describes @,, completely. 
THEOREM 11.5. 02O is a dual ring. ([9, p. 2211 for definition.) 
Proof. By duality theory, @,, * = ye* for y a central projection 
of %** withy < x. Letf be a pure state of %,, , andp its support. Then 
since %,,* = y@*, we can consider f as a pure state on @ also, with 
support p. Thus f(p’) =f@‘) = 0, so this means p’ -; $7 since p 
is one-dimensional. Thus p is open; so p E @ [3, II.18 and 11.81. We 
have shown p E ?!Xc, for all minimal projections p E a$*. 
Letting u run over the finite subsets of minimal projections in a0 , 
we see that p, = L, P, (A minimal) forms an increasing approximate 
unit for e2(, [2, p. 5311, hence p, f 1 in @$*. Clearly then 
%** = C, @ B(H,) is the W*-direct sum of full operator algebras a 
over Hilbert spaces. If B(EJ,,)c denotes the compact operators in 
B(H,), we have that the C, direct sum C co B(H,,), C eO C @$*. 
Since each p, is finite dimensional and (pV] is an approximate unit for 
42 there cannot be any noncompact operators in @,, . Thus 
%z ‘= C 00 B(H,), , so a,, is a dual ring 19, p. 2211. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 11.6. If x = 1, (42 is j%te dimensional. 
Proof. A dual C*-algebra with unit is finite dimensional. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem II.5 essentially characterizes dual C*-algebras. 
In [3] the author attempted to generalize the Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem to arbitrary C*-algebras. The following theorems of the 
Stone-Weierstrass type are improvements of some results of [3]. 
THEOREM 11.7. Let 9? be a C*-subalgebra of %. Suppose that for 
any pair p, q of @-closed projections in %** with pq = 0 and q one 
dimensional there exists b E &9+ with bp = p and bq = 0. Then 3? = 42. 
[Compare 3, 111.3.1 
Proof. Let p be a e-closed projection. Recall from [3] that z 
represents the supremum in @** of all minimal projections, z is 
central, 2; ~a**, and z&?** = z&P**. Since 1 E&? by [3, 111.11, let 
p, be the .g-closure of xp in J% **. Ifp, >p, then xp, > zp [3,11.17], 
so there is a minimal projection q E $** with q(pl - p) = q. Hence 
by hypothesis there is b E &P with bp = p and bq = 0. By I.3 we get 
bp, = p, , and this contradicts bq = 0. Hencep, = p, so .%P* contains 
all the closed projections of %**, so 9 = @ by [3, 111.31. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 11.8. If 42 is a semi-finite W*-algebra and 28 is a W*- 
subalgebra of $2 which separates the pure states of %, then 3? = 9~. 
Proof. Let 21 be the closed ideal of % generated by the finite 
projections. Then by [4, p. 2231, 21 n JG~ separates the pure states of 2I 
and 0, hence 21 n g contains an approximate unit for 2I. Thus the 
supremum of all the projections in 2l n a (which are necessarily 
finite) must be the identity (since 2I is weak* dense in G?). Thus 
Theorem II.10 of [3] applies to give a = @. Q.E.D. 
Another problem attacked by the author was that of the relationship 
between pure states and maximal abelian C*-subalgebras of @. The 
HKS gives a format for extending Theorem 1.1 of [l]. The proof is 
much the same as in [I] and is omitted. 
THEOREM 11.9. Let (4%) b e a sequence of open projections in 92 
which are pairwise orthogonal. Suppose {f,) is a sequence of pure states 
of 42 with fm(qn) = I for all n. If @ is norm separable, then there exists a 
maximal abelian C*-subalgebra A of @ such that each f, IA is pure and 
has unique state extension from A to all of 92. 
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The next result generalizes Tomiyama’s solution [14] to a problem 
of Dixmier. It is not a direct application of HKS theory, but the 
flavor is similar. 
PROPOSITION 11.10. Let (n,} b e a sequence of points in the spectrum 
A of the CCR algebra A which have no limit point in A. Let (6,) be a 
sequence of compact operators with 6, E n,(A) for each n, and 
lim, )( b, Ij = 0. Then there exists a E A with r,(a) = b, for all n. 
Proof. Let % = C a0 nil(A), the C, direct sum. Then define 
7~ : A + q by n(a) = (gn(a)). This map is well defined by [4, p. 641. 
Now $A) is a C*-subalgebra of @ which separates the pure states of 
%%, so n(A) = % by [4, p. 2251. Thus there is some a E @ with 
44 = Chtl. Q.E.D. 
The last result in this section is a problem that was raised by an 
attempt to patch up a claim in Johnson’s paper [7] that all homo- 
morphisms of the Hilbert-Schmidt operators into any Banach algebra 
are continuous. This claim is false, as was pointed out by G. Bachelis. 
During the investigation Johnson proved the following theorem for a 
special case, % = B(H), using entirely different methods from the 
following. 
THEOREM II.1 1. Let I be a closed left ideal of 4Y. If @/I is infinite 
dimensional, then there is an abelian C*-subalgebra A of (22 for which 
A/A r\ I is infinite dimensional. 
Proof. We divide the proof into two cases. 
Case 1. For every maximal left ideal J 1 I, a/J is finite dimen- 
sional. Let p’ be the support of I, then p is closed and must be infinite 
dimensional by the case 1 assumption. (Since e/1 E @p, whenever 
p is closed [3, 11.121.) F or each minimal projection q <p, the central 
cover of q in a** must be finite dimensional by the case 1 assumption. 
Thus we may find a sequence (xn} of orthogonal central projections in 
a** which are finite-dimensional and have x,p # 0 for all n. Let pi 
be a minimal projection with xrpp, = p, . By [6, p. 5501 we may 
choose a, E a’+ with (1 a, (1 = 1 and alxl = p, . Since xaal is finite 
dimensional and positive, it can be diagonalized, so that there is a 
minimal projection p, with p,x, = p, alp, = Ap, (for some scalar A), 
and p,p # 0. Set 01~ = 1 and 6, = a, . 
BY [6, P. 5501 we may choose a2 E a!+ with I/ a2 1) = 1, agxl = 0, 
azxz = p, . Choose a scalar a2 such that 0 < CL~ < i, and if 
b, = a, + aZaZ , then jl b,p, I( # I\ b,p, jj . Now continue by induction 
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to get {a,>, {b,} C @+, tin> minimal projections in a**, (OIJ scalars 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) p,p # 0 for all n. 
(2) b, = cbl ajaj . 
(3) ajx, = 0 for n < j, and ajxj = pi for all j, and 0 < aj < 1. 
(4) b,pi = Xjnpi for scalars {Xj”} for each n and j. 
(5) 0 < a!, < 2-n+r. 
(6) II b,p, II f II &pi II for any j < n. 
Clearly b = lim, 6, exists in the norm topology, and bpn = y,p, for 
each n with the {m) being distinct. Let A be the C*-algebra generated 
by b. Then the maps c -+ p,c give pure states of A for each n, and they 
are distinct. Also since pp, f 0 for each n, we have that these pure 
states are distinct on A/A n I, which must thus be infinite dimen- 
sional. 
Case 2. There is a maximal left ideal J with a/J infinite dimen- 
sional. Letfbe the pure state of @ with J = (a E % :f(a*a) = O}. Let 
H be the canonical representation space of S/J and x = I + J E H. 
Consider @ acting on H by the canonical representation. Choose 
y1 E H with (y, x) = $. Let HI be the subspace of H spanned by 
x and y. Choose a, E @+ with (1 a, 11 = 1, a, 1 HI = projection on yr , 
and 1 - a, an infinite dimensional operator (i.e., the range projection 
of 1 - a, is infinite dimensional). Then for some h E [0, l), the 
characteristic function x[o,n)(a,) is an infinite dimensional open 
projection in @ **. Let II be the closed left ideal of S supported by 
x[o,&h and % = 4 n 4 *. Set qr = x[o,n)(a,). Then %r is irre- 
ducible on q,H since q1 is open. Also qlx # 0, so set x1 = qlx/jI qlx II . 
Define b, = &(a,) where 8, is the real function given by 
L+(t) = 1 for 
i 
0 for t < 4 
t>1 
linear on [h, , I]. 
Clearly (b,x, x) = &. 
The above process can be repeated for the algebra 9?r acting on 
q,H, so we can continue by induction to get (b,) C @+ orthogonal, 
non-zero operators with (b,x, x} f 0 for all it. Let A be the C*- 
algebra generated by {b,}. Clearly c E (A n I)+ ifff(c) = 0 and c E A. 
Butf(b,) = (b ,x, x) # 0, so (b,) are an infinite orthogonal (nonzero) 
sequence in A/A n I. Thus A/A n I is infinite dimensional. 
Q.E.D. 
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III. MAXIMAL AND MINIMAL LEFT IDEALS 
The first theorem in this section characterizes minimal left ideals 
of a C*-algebra as those ideals which are Hilbert spaces under the 
C*-norm. 
THEOREM 111.1. Let I be a left ideal of @. The following are 
equivalent : 
I. I is a minimal left ideal. 
2. I is a Hilbert space in the operator norm. 
3. I is a pre-Hilbert space in the operator norm. 
Proof. (1) * (2). This may be found in [II, p. 2631, but may 
be proved directly (and simply) by noting that I n 1* must be one- 
dimensional (by minimality of 1). Thus I n I* contains a projection p, 
which is the unit for I n I*, so I = @p. Define a scalar product in I 
by (a, b\ = b*a E In I* z C. I is closed, since I = %‘p, so this must 
work since !a, a) = a*a = j\ a /12. (2) =- (3) is trivial. 
(3) * (1). I is a pre-Hilbert space, so In I* is also. Let “12, 
be the closure of In I* in @. Then a,, is a C*-algebra and a Hilbert 
space. This means %,, is one-dimensional, for if p and q are ortho- 
gonal, non-zero, positive elements in et, of norm 1, then 
lip + 411 =--lip - PII = 1, so the parallelogram law fails. Thus 
In I* = (X!,, is closed. Let p be the unit of qc, . Then I = %p, since 
a E I 3 a*a E @, so a*a = pa*ap. Thus I/ up’ \I2 = jj p’a*ap’ \j = 0 
since a*a = pa*ap, so a -= up. To see that %p is minimal, let bp E Ap 
be non-zero and cp F Ap arbitrary. Then pb*bp E %‘, so pb*bp = Xp 
for h f 0. Hence (l/h cpb”) (bp) = cp. Thus ebp = %p, so @p is 
minimal. Q.E.D. 
Using the above result it is possible to give a short elementary 
proof of the theorem of Ogasawara [IO] for the special case of a 
C*-algebra. 
THEOREM 111.2. If 42 h as a finite-dimensional maximal-Abelian 
C*-subalgebra, then 32 is finite dimensional. 
Proof. Let A C S be the finite-dimensional maximal-Abelian 
C*-subalgebra. Then 1 E A and 1 = p, + a** + P, where {p,} C A 
are orthogonal one-dimensional projections in A (i.e., p,Ap, is one- 
dimensional). Thus pi@pi is one-dimensional, for if a > 0 and 
a = p,ap, , then a commutes with all elements of A, so a E A and 
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a = Xp, . As above pi@ and api are Hilbert spaces for each i = I ,..., n. 
If i # j, then claim p,9Ypj is one-dimensional also. If not, then there 
must be non-zero a, b ~p~@p~ which are orthogonal under the scalar 
product in p,@, {a, b) = ba* = 0. But then a*a, b*b # 0 and 
a*ab*b = a*(ba*)* b = 0; this contradicts the fact that pj~pj is 
one-dimensional. Thus @ = C~j=lpi@pj is finite dimensional. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 111.3. A left ideal I of 9 is reflexive $I is the sum of a 
finite number of minimal left ideals. 
Proof. If I is reflexive, In I* is a reflexive C*-algebra, hence 
finite dimensional. (Its Abelian C*-subalgebras are finite-dimensional 
so III.2 applies.) Thus the unit p of In I* can be written 
P=P,-k a** + p, for one-dimensional projections [pi>. Hence 
I = ?Z!p = CL1 @pi . The converse follows from 111.1. Q.E.D. 
Using the second dual technique of Takesaki [13, p. 1951 one can 
prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 111.4. A left ideal I of @ is maximal $7 %/I is a Hilbert 
space. 
COROLLARY 111.5. The quotient of 2% by a closed left ideal I is 
refrexive ;sf I is the intersection of aJ’inite number of maximal left ideals. 
To prove these results, one passes to the second dual and the weak* 
closure of I takes the form @‘f*. Since a** = %V$* + @,$F, the 
conclusions will follow from 111.1 and 111.3. Details are omitted. 
Addendum 
The following result, an application of Theorem I. 1, was discovered 
after the rest of this paper had been submitted for publication. It is 
the analog of the theorem of Gelfand which states that the Gelfand 
representation of an abelian C*-algebra contains all continuous 
functions on the maximal-ideal space of the algebra. 
THEOREM A.1. Let a E %*‘** be self-adjoint and suppose that every 
spectral projection of a corresponding to an open set in u(a) [the spectrum 
of a] is also an open projection fm ‘52. Then a E 92, considering 9 as 
lying in @** under the canonical imbedding. 
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Proof. Suppose the theorem is false. Then there exists a self- 
adjoint functional p E %*** with y j % = 0 and v(a) f 0. Let A 
be the C*-algebra generated by a and 1, so that A is isomorphic to the 
continuous functions on a(a) [= C(a(a))]. Since q(a) # 0, there exists 
an open set (01, p) n u(u) = Q in U(U) for which p,(Q) # 0. Here Q 
represents the unique element of ,!I** C %**** corresponding to 
the open set (a, p) n u(u). Let 6 = p - a. Consider the open sets 
Qnj = (a + 62-+~‘, p - 62-9 n u(a), where j = 1, 2, 3 and 
n = 1) 2, 3 ,... . These open sets correspond to projections 4%’ N Qnj 
in 4?** which are %-open projections by hypothesis. 
Now choose for each n = 1, 2,... elements a, , c, E A and b, E J?/ 
as follows. Choose qnl < a, < qn2 by spectral theory. Choose 
qn3 < c, <Q by spectral theory (e.g. c, is defined by a real function 
which equals 1 on (a + 62Pe3, /3 - S2+p3), equals 0 on [- a, CX] 
and [/3, oo), and is linear elsewhere). Let p, be the projection in %** 
corresponding to the closure of Qe2 in u(u). Then p, < qn3 and qTL3 
is open, so Theorem 1.1 gives b, E % with qn,2 < p, < 6, < qn3. 
In A** it follows that limn+u a, = lim,,, c, = Q in the weak* 
topology, so this is true in 4!**** as well. Hence limndm b, = Q, 
since a, < 6, < c, , but this contradicts y(bJ = 0 for all n and 
dQ> f 0. Q.E.D. 
A theorem equivalent to this one is stated in a preprint of Robin 
Giles titled “Foundations of Quantum Mechanics”; the proof, which 
will appear elsewhere, is attributed to H. Kummer. 
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